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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Haemodynamics is believed to play an important role

in the formation, growth and rupture of intracranial aneurysms,and haemodynamic parameters

such as blood velocity, pressure, and wall shear stress are key risk factors of the rupture of
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intracranial aneurysms. However, these parameters are difficult to be measured in vivo; this

study demonstrates that CFD(computational fluid dynamics) combined with medical images

can simulate the flow in aneurysms, and this may be a prospective way to evaluate the rupture

mechanism and the risky factors.

METHODS: An DSA image of an intracranial aneurysm provided by Huashan Hospital, is

handled by some image processing software and the lumen geometry are extracted. The profile

meshed by some CFD software, together with boundary conditions, is used to simulate the flow.

RESULTS: CFD analysis reveals that for steady condition, the two sides of the aneurysm neck

endure comparatively high pressures and wall shear stresses, and strong vortex exists aross the

inlet, while velocities are low inside the aneurysm although weak vortex still exists. It is also

demonstrated that for unsteady(pulsatile) conditon, velocities inside the aneurysm are very low

and nearly stagnant, while vortex ebbs and flows in the inlet area, and the pressures acted on

the two side of the aneurysm neck oscillate within a wide range, and wall shear stresses there

oscillate within a small range.

CONCLUSIONS: The pressure and wall shear stress obtained by the numerical simulation are

important haemodymic factors and key risk factors. CFD simulation can provide key haemody-

namic information for clinic diagnosis and treatment of intracranial aneurysms.

Keywords: intracranial aneurysm; CFD; numerical simulation; medical image
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ABSTRACT†

It is well known that Navier-Stokes equation(NS equation) is the governing equation of fluid

mechanics; its convective term due purely to kinetics is the unique nonlinear mechanism in this

equation, but it brings the tremendous difficulties in the mechanical and mathematical study.

Problems of existence and uniqueness and so on of solutions in some normed spaces play an

essential role in mathematical study, however does the norm of velocity or vorticity happen to

blow-up in finite time, i.e. Leray assumption, or does the global attractor exist are the big open

problems until now. In the study of the generation mechanism of turbulence, such as the work

leaded by Williamson in nineties last century on the dynamical behaviors of the wake of circular
∗�Ü©SNÁg�â>uL3BBSþ�©ÙµF�1u(2003c08�11F01:06:46 (Ï�)
†�Ü©SNÁg/Ä3�IÆ¬)ÆâØ�0£�u�Æ§2003c10�¤�Ýv/Experimental study on

spatial coherency of axisymmetric shear flows0§XiLin XIE§2003
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cylinder in the range of Reynolds number from 100 to 300, the ideas and methods of dynamical

systems theory are more and more introduced into the experimental and analytical studies in

order to interpret the status of attractors, bifurcations and routes of transition discovered in

experiments. As supported by the consistences between DNS and experiments, NS equation can

be considered as suitable at least in the study of the generation mechanism of turbulence. The

study based on experiments and combined with the theory of partial differential equations as

we thought on the ideas and techniques that can be used to reveal the dynamical behaviors of

NS equation is an approach worthy of trying.

The ideas and techniques of polyspectral analysis is extended in this paper combined with

the argument of spatial mode of hydrodynamical stability theory and based on our study on

axisymmetric free shear flows.The detailed contents include the following aspects.

A technique that can be used to determined the phase number and phase speed based on

spatial cross-correlation is put forward. The so called phase speed matching condition that is

the phase speed of the fundamental frequency is equal to that of the subharmonic for pairing

and merging of axisymmetric structures is confirmed by our experiments. In addition, it was

discovered that the characteristic frequencies of helical structures are also meet the phase speed

matching condition. We think based on our experiments that dynamically closed behaviors of

physically open flow systems can in fact correspond to the validity of spatial mode that is the

validity of linear mechanism.

General polyspectral analysis is based on the fundamental relation:

Ym = LmXm + Qm
ij XiXj fi ± fj = fm (1)

where Lm and Qm
ij represent linear and quadratic nonlinear transfer functions (determined by

experiments) respectively, and it was just used in local position mean. We extent this relation

in this paper to finite separated positions. Its validity (1) is confirmed by the energy relation:

〈|Ym|2〉 = |Lm|2〈|Xm|2〉+ 2Re[LmQm∗
ij 〈X∗

i X∗
j 〉] + Qm

ij Q
m∗
kl 〈XiXjX

∗
kX∗

l 〉, (2)

in particular dominant frequencies are quite well agree with energy relation. The validity of

energy relation also implies the ’global’ correlation (or dynamically closed) characteristic of flow

fields. This characteristic should be reflected by NS equation in some cases such as there exist

forceful vortical structures in flow fields, but we can not provide the rigorous mathematical

support to the validity of (1) in global mean until now. The general auto-power spectrum
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based on the relation (1) can be separated into three parts: linear, quadratic nonlinear and

linear-nonlinear mechanisms.

It is discovered in experiments that energy is transferred from the fundamental to its subhar-

monic through linear-nonlinear mechanism in pairing process of axisymmetric structures, then

energy is controlled step by step by nonlinear mechanism in aft-phase of merging process, finally

nonlinear mechanism keeps dominant fully after merging and makes contributions to broadband

frequencies. We think, therefor, that nonlinear mechanism (corresponding to convective term

of NS equation) plays key important role in turbulence generation. As soon as helical struc-

tures are concerned, linear mechanism, however, keeps dominant in the whole spatial evolution

and energy transfer does not be detected. In this case, the dominance of linear mechanism is

consistent to the high level of spatial coherency. Three mechanisms as mentioned above can

be further separated into different frequency pairs (corresponding to the form of NS equation

through Fourier transfer). These are studied in detail in this paper and we discovery that only

some discrete frequency pairs makes dominant contributions, furthermore an approach through

that the infinite dynamical system can be deduced to a finite one is provided. It is worthy of

further study.

The spatial evolutionary equation of energy is deduced based on the assumption that Fourier

analysis can be applied to velocity fluctuation.

1
Re

d|Ym|2
dx

= U · |Ym|2 + iωm

∫ x

x0

Ym(x)Y ∗
m(ξ)dξ +

1
2
·

∑
ωk+ωl=ωm

YmY ∗
k Y ∗

l + Ym · F∗(x0),

It is evident that YmY ∗
k Y ∗

l (corresponding to self − bispectrum) represents the contribution of

convective term to energy spatial growth. The spatial evolution of self − bispectrum is studied

in detailed in this paper and indicates that the majority effect of convective term is represented

by some discrete frequency pairs in the evolutionary process of vortical structures and convective

term makes fundamental contributions to the stimulation of small broadband structures that is

the process of turbulence generation.

In this paper, the dynamical behaviors of Navier-Stokes equation has been studied to a

certain extend and put emphasis on spatial coherency and convective term. Certainly, the

contents reported here is quite naive so that we are longing for this opportunity to discuss some

problems as listed below.

• How does spatial coherency in real flow fields relate to global behaviors of NS equation?
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Does it relate to some interior and global estimates in the theory of partial differential

equations, relate to Lp theory or Schauder theory?

• What kinds of normed spaces are suitable to velocity and vorticity fields of real flow fields,

Wm,p(Rn), Cm,α(Rn) or others?

• The solution to NS equation regularized by mollifiers has been proved to exist in global

time with the high regularity. Does this kind of regularized NS equation correspond to

large scale structures(coherent structure)?

Key Words: Navier-Stokes equation; axisymmetric free shear flow; spatial coherency;

polyspectral analysis; experimental study
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ABSTRACT & INTRODUCTION∗

For decades, piezoelectric ceramics have been used widely in the fabrication of electrome-

chanical devices, because piezoelectric materials possess many desirable properties. Their main

disadvantage, however, is their brittleness: piezoelectric ceramics have a tendency to develop

critical crack growth due to the stress concentrations induced by both mechanical and electrical

loads. Also, other defects such as voids, inclusions and delaminations may contribute to failure

of structure components as well. Because of the material anisotropy and electromechanical cou-

pling, a numerical treatment would be necessary for solving the problems of piezoelectric media

in most cases.

Sosa employed the method of stress function to solve the two-dimensional inclusion or crack

problems of infinite transversely isotropic piezoelectric media with the generator of the elliptical

cavity or the crack front perpendicular to the poling direction and obtained the closed form

solutions. Liu et al. studied the electro-elastic Green’s function for a piezoelectric half-space

and their application. Lee and Jiang developed the BEM formulation for piezoelectric solids and

also obtained the fundamental solutions for plane piezoelectricity by using the double Fourier

transform technology. Ding et al. derived the fundamental solutions in terms of harmonic

functions and developed the BEM with several test cases for 2-D and 3-D problems.

Trefftz method as a boundary solution technique has long been available and applicable

to a wild variety of engineering problems. The generation of data input is easier and the cost

of computer time is less than the domain-type solution procedures such as the finite element

and the finite difference methods. Because Trefftz method employs the complete solutions of

differential equation, the formulations are regular and thus, avoid the construction of the singular

fundamental solutions, which used by the ordinary boundary element method. Trefftz methods

can be classified into Trefftz indirect method (TIM) and Trefftz direct method (TDM). In this

paper, we use Trefftz Galerkin method (TGM), which belongs to TIM, to solve plane problems of

piezoelectric media. In the TGM, the solutions of the problems to be solved are approximated by
∗�Ü©SNdoXJø
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the superposition of the complete solutions and then, the unknown parameters are determined

by Galerkin method so that the approximate solutions satisfy the boundary conditions. This

article is organized as follows. In section 2, the governing equations of piezoelectric media are

listed. In section 3, general solutions with constant coefficients are introduced. Then, in section

4, the Trefftz boundary integral equation is derived and TGM are explained in detail. In section

5, TGM is applied to some numerical examples including finite piezoelectric plane and infinite

piezoelectric plane with a circular hole. Finally, in section 6, the conclusions are drawn, briefly.
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ABSTRACT & INTRODUCTION†

The report intends to introduce some recent work of Biomechanics Laboratory in developing

useful models to obtain the shear stress and circumstance stress in arteries and veins, which are

important factors in vessel remodeling.

Part 1: Velocity And Shear Stress of Periodic Oscillatory Blood Flow in Vessel with Stenosis

A mathematical model of periodic oscillatory blood flow in arteries in the presence of local

stenosis was developed, and the analytic expressions of axial velocity, radial velocity and shear

stress of periodic oscillatory blood flow were obtained with reference to the pressure gradient,

and the variation of pressure gradient along the axis in arteries was discussed. As an example,

assuming the geometry of the stenosis as a cosine form, a detailed discussion is performed

through numerical calculation, which helps estimating how the steady pressure gradient and

different harmonic components of pressure gradient at the upstream uniform segment influence

the velocity and shear stress in the constricted region. Numerical results indicate that not only

the pulsatile amplitude of wall shear stress will increase apparently but also the wall shear stress

gradient will increase significantly in the constricted region.

Part 2: Influence of Arterial Pressure on Distribution of Circumferential Stresses in Vein Wall

Autologous vein is often used as the substitute of disabled artery segment. The change of

stress in the wall of grafted vein ,which is resulted from the rapid increase of pressure in the

lumen ,is one of the important factors that influence the vein graft. In order to compare the

distribution of circumferential stresses before graft (under the vein pressure) and immediately

after graft (under the arterial pressure), in this paper , the P (pressure)-V (volume) data of vein at

certain axial extension ratio is measured and fitted using the 3-parameter strain energy density

function , then , the residual stress and the circumferential stress in the vein wall can be obtained

.The analysis on canine femoral and jugular veins shows that when those vessels are placed under

arterial pressure , the circumferential stresses in their wall will increase rapidly . For example,
∗��wJøØ©5ÄóØé·óÉ+9±�Aå©Ù�K�6§��!÷��!ÚmI�¶5ÛÜdÄÉ+¥

É���6��ÝÚ�Aå6§��!7îJ
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under the arterial pressure, in the wall of jugular vein , the circumferential stress will increase

nearly 2 order comparing with its counterpart under the vein pressure . Furthermore , results

indicate that , like the residual stress in the artery wall , the residual stress in the vein wall

can greatly weaken the circumferential stress concentration at the inner wall and result in an

obviously smaller circumferential stress gradient along the radial direction, although the value

of the residual stress in vein wall is much smaller than that in artery wall.
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